Let G be a locally compact group. Let λ be right Haar outer measure defined on the subsets of G. Let 3ίΓ be the class of relatively compact Borel subsets of G. If A is a subset of G and Ke *βf, let [A] κ = {ge A: Kg a A) = Π*exu<i> ^- 1 A, where 1 is the identity of G. In this paper, we call a locally compact, amenable, unimodular group a lean group. DEFINITION 1. Following [1] , we define a net {A a } in 3ίΓ to be a regular net in the locally compact group G if (D. 1.2) makes sense because we required λ to be right Haar outer measure, which is defined for all subsets of G.) LEMMA 
A locally compact group G possesses a regular net if and only if G is a Icau group.
Proof. A locally compact group G is amenable if and only if for any ε > 0, and for any nonempty compact subset K of G, there exists a compact subset U of G, of positive measure, such that λ*(?7)-1 λ*(jS:ί7) < 1 + e, where λ* is left Haar measure. (See [2] .) We call this necessary and sufficient condition for amenability of G condition (A). Now suppose G possesses a regular net {A a }. Then (D. 1.2) implies that 183 184 J. C. KIEFPER (1) lim
Taking K = {g}, where g is any element of G, we see that A(g) = 1. Thus G is unimodular. It then follows that (1) implies condition (A), and thus G is also amenable. Conversely, suppose now G is Icau. Given e > 0 anά a nonempty compact subset K of G, we may find by condition (A) a compact set U = U (Ktβ) , of positive measure, such that XiUy'MK'U) < 1 + ε. We direct the set W = {(if, ε): if a nonempty compact set in G, ε > 0} as follows: (K lf ε 2 ) > (K 2 , e 2 ) if and only if K x => if 2 and e x < ε 2 . Then {V {κ>ε) : (if, ε)e W} is a regular net of compact subsets of G, where DEFINITION 2. Let G be a regular group. Throughout this paper, we consider a set function S: 3ίΓ -> JB, the set of real numbers, which satisfies the following properties:
.4) S(ilflr) =^ S(A),
The main result we will prove in this note is the following theorem. THEOREM 1. Let G be a lean group. Let S:^?"-+R satisfy Definition 2. Then there is an extended real number r* such that lim α X(A a )~ίS(A a ) = r* for every regular net {AJ in A special case of this theorem, for vector groups, was proved in [7] in order to define entropy in statistical mechanics for classical continuous systems. The theorem can be used to define the entropy of a measurable partition relative to a discrete amenable group of measure-preserving transformations on a probability space, thereby enabling one to generalize the concept of the Kolmogorov-Sinai invariant [5] .
One may construct a set function S satisfying Definition 2 as follows: Let (β, ^) be a measurable space. For each element g of the regular group G, let T 9 be a measurable transformation from Ω to Ω. We suppose that T 9^T9 *= T 9ί9 \ g ί9 g 2 eG. Let jF"" be a fixed sub-sigmafield of _^C If 2? is a nonempty subset of G, let &~B be the smallest sub-sigmafield of ^ containing {JgeEiT 9 )' 1^. Definê = {φ, Ω}. Let P, Q be probability measures on ^ such that P is stationary with respect to {T 9 : ge G} and the fields {(T 9 )' 1^: ge G] are independent with respect to Q. For each Ee J^7 let S{E) be the negative of the entropy of P with respect to Q over ^E, which we assume finite. The function S: 3ίΓ -> B defined in this way can be shown to satisfy Definition 2 in a manner analogous to that employed in [7] for vector groups.
LEMMA 2. // Theorem holds for all sigma-compact Icau groups it holds for all lean groups.
Proof. Let d be a complete metric on iZ*, the set of extended real numbers, which induces the usual topology on iϋ*. Let {A a } be a regular net for a non-sigmacompact Icau group G. Suppose lim α XiA^SiAa) does not exist. Then for some e > 0, we may find a sequence {F n }™ of elements of {A a } and a sequence {E n }™ in J%Γ such that (a) F o is any A a and E o is an open symmetric neighborhood of the identity.
(
If we restrict λ to G', we get right Haar measure on G f . Thus {F n } is a regular sequence for G', and G' is a ϊcαw group. Assuming Theorem 1 holds for sigma-compact Icau groups, ^m n would have to exist, a contradiction of b). Thus \im a exists. Let {B β } be another regular net in G.
It follows that G' = U^ -^ is an open, sigma-compact, ϊcα^ subgroup of G and that {C n } and {i)J are regular sequences for G\ Therefore, lim n XίCJ-^CJ = lim Λ XiDJ-'SiDJ, and so s x = s 2 by b). , n, then each ^ e G has a unique factorization in the form g = fce^ > e n9 ke K, e t e E i9 i = 1, 2, , n. Also, jKΓdlί^i ^G, = K(WrΛE ό \ i = l,2, --,n, where an empty product is the identity in G.
In order to prove Theorem 1 for sigma-compact Icau groups, we need to show that such groups are P-groups. This we now do, by means of several lemmas. To see how the following lemma may be proved, see [2] , page 379. LEMMA 
Let Gbe a connected Lie group and G' a closed normal subgroup of G such that G/G τ is either a vector group or compact. Then if G' is a P-group f so is G.
Proof. Let τ: G/G' -> G be the cross-section map provided by Lemma 4. Since G/G' is a vector group or compact, it is easy to see that there exists a closed countable subgroup G" of G/G f and a relatively compact Borel set K' in G/G f such that {K'g: g e G"} partitions GjG p . If G' is a P-group with respect to the triple (K, {(?,}?, jΓ), then G is a P-group with respect to the triple (τ(K')K, {GJΓ +1 , 1 ), where G n+1 = G' and H n+1 = φ~\G").
LEMMA 6. If G is a sigma-compact locally compact group and G' is an open subgroup of G which is a P-group, then G is a P-group.
Proof. Let G' be a P-group with respect to the triple (if, {GJΓ, ί-ffjr). Then G is a P-group with respect to the triple (K, {GJΓ +1 , r +1 ), where G n+1 = G', H n+1 = G.
LEMMA 7. If G is a locally compact group and G' is a compact normal subgroup of G such that G/G' is a P-group, then G is a Pgroup.
Proof. Suppose G/G' is a P-group with respect to the triple (K,{Gift, {JBΓJ?). Let ψ:G-*G/G' be the canonical homomorphism. Then G is a P-group with respect to the triple (Φ~\K) f {^"'( THEOREM 2. Every sigma-compact locally compact amenable group is a P-group.
Proof. Every connected amenable Lie group G possesses a series of closed subgroups G o c: Gj.cz G 2 a
c G n = G, where G o is the identity, G t is normal in G ί+1 , and G i+ JG t is either a vector group or compact, i = 0, 1, , n -1. (See [3] , Theorem 3.3.2, and [4] , Lemma 3.3.) Now G o is clearly a P-group, so by using Lemma 5 repeatedly we conclude every connected amenable Lie group is a Pgroup. Applying Lemma 6, every sigma-compact amenable Lie group is a P-group. For every locally compact group G there exists an open subgroup G' of G and a compact normal subgroup K of G' such that G'/K is a Lie group. (See [6] , page 153.) Assuming G in addition is sigma-compact and amenable, so is G'/K. Thus G'/K is a P-group and then so is G' by Lemma 7. Then G is a P-group by Lemma 6. We fix G to be a sigma-compact Icau group for the rest of the paper. We need to show Theorem 1 holds for G. This we accomplish by means of some lemmas and Theorem 3.
Let (K, {GJΓ, ffiΓjΓ) be a triple with respect to which G is a Pgroup. Let E t be a set of coset representatives of the right cosets of G t in Hi such that le E if i = 1,2, --,n, where 1 is the identity of G. For each i, let H t be the collection of right cosets of Gi in Hi. (Since Gi is not necessarily normal in H tf Hi need not be a group.) For each i, let φ t : Hi->Hi be the map such that φi(h) = (?<&, heH t ; let TiiHi-^Ei be the unique map such that ^-r, is the identity map on H % . By a total order < on a set W, we mean a transitive relation such that for x, ye W exactly one of the following hold: x < y, x = y, or y < x. For each ί, let <* be a total order on E t ; if heH i9 let <1 be the total order on E t such that if e, e'eE t then e<lβ' if and only if 
